We study the quantized kicked top's dynamics under projective measurements especially with an aim to connect macroscopic realism (macrorealism) and chaos. The kicked top is a classically chaotic system, and macrorealism is a set of assumptions regarding how systems should behave according to classical intuition which is at present being tested in experiments. Using the nosignalling in time condition, a derivative of macrorealism, we define measures of disturbance due to measurements in order to study the effects of chaos. Restricting to cases which allow a meaningful study of this question, our results strongly suggest that chaos is unfriendly to macrorealism. * manishd@imsc.res.in † arul@physics.iitm.ac.in arXiv:1912.07097v1 [quant-ph] 
I. INTRODUCTION
We aim to connect classical chaos and macrorealism, a set of assumptions proposed to test the limits of quantum mechanics. They codify the intuition of how macroscopic objects behave [1, 2] and are in direct contradiction to postulates of quantum mechanics when applied to macroscopic systems. These assumptions allow derivation of the Leggett- Garg inequalities and the no-signalling in time (NSIT) condition [3] , each of which must be respected by physical systems obeying the pertinent assumptions. Here we employ the NSIT condition (simpler of the two) to answer whether quantized chaotic systems could be especially violative against the tests. The subject of macrorealism has been extensively studied lately in various directions; see [4] for a review, and [5] [6] [7] for interesting recent developments.
Quoting [2] , macrorealism states that (1) "a macroscopic system with two or more macroscopically distinct states available to it will at all times be in one or the other of these states."
(2) "It is possible in principle to determine which of these states the system is in without any effect on the state itself or on the subsequent system dynamics." (3) "The properties of ensembles are determined exclusively by initial conditions (and in particular not by final conditions)". The NSIT condition follows from these assumptions, as shown in [3] . The idea of macroscopic distinctness is not uniquely defined and is reviewed in [8] .
In this study we consider the disturbance due to projective measurements made by Alice on those made by Bob; two canonical observers studying the well-studied kicked top [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , a generic Hamiltonian system with an integrable to chaotic transition. Quantifying the disturbance in the spirit of NSIT condition, we shall make the said connection between chaos and macrorealism. The Hamiltonian is
where κ 0 is a parameter signifying the kick strength. The top displays chaos in the classical limit as κ 0 increases beyond 2 and becomes almost fully chaotic for κ 0 > 6. The corresponding quantum unitary map is the Floquet operator connecting states across a time-period (here chosen as unity) is given by
which we shall often write as U = T R where T = e −iκ 0 J 2 z /2j comes from the twist and R = e −iJyπ/2 comes from the rotation. This system becomes increasingly macroscopic with increasing j, and therefore is relevant for the study of macrorealism tests.
Quantum mechanics intrinsically violates the assumptions of macrorealism. Therefore it is not a surprise that calculations would lead to violations of NSIT, especially for small j.
To answer whether the degree of discord between the two depends on chaos or not, it is imperative to focus on identifying direct effects of chaos and filter out intrinsic violations arising from other known sources, such as incompatible measurements. Restricting to special initial states and measurement schemes will enable us to do so.
A. NSIT and two measures
We want to study how much Alice's measurement can affect Bob's measurement. The question of how much disturbance is there however, immediately begs another questionwhen were the measurements made? Therefore, the study must necessarily get entangled with discussions of temporal separation between the measurements.
Suppose that Alice and Bob measure observables J ·â and J ·b respectively, on a kicked top possessing total angular momentum j. Let t 0 be the initial time, and let Alice make her measurement at time t α and Bob make his at t β , with t 0 < t α < t β . According to macrorealism, "a measurement does not change the outcome statistics of a later measurement". This is the no-signalling in time statement [3] . Its violation immediately implies that Bob's unconditional (when Alice does not measure) and conditional probability (when Alice measures) distributions are different.
Let P (b, a; t β , t α ) be the joint probability distribution for Alice's and Bob's measurements described above. Here b is Bob's outcome and a is Alice's; t β , t α serve as parameters of the distribution, highlighting respective measurement times. Further, we define P B (b; t β ) as the unconditional probability for Bob's measurement of eigenvalue b at t β and P C (b; t β , t α ) as the conditional probability for the same. It follows from the definition that
and NSIT condtion when cast into an equation, becomes
Alice makes only one measurement before Bob, and when Bob eventually compares the probability distributions he gets with and without the measurement, the results may be different. We consider two measures to quantify this difference:
First is the Hellinger distance [16] . If we take N ordered pairs of events (x i , y i ) with p i (q i ) being the probability corresponding to x i (y i ), then, the Hellinger distance between the distributions is defined as
The distance is bounded between 0 and 1. Note that if and only if p i = q i for each i, this distance is zero, and becomes maximum whenever p i = 1, q j = 1; i = j. This observation reveals that H(P B , P C ) is suitable for implementing NSIT conditions.
Another simple measure is the difference in the number of accessible states Bob has in his measurement: difference in how many values of J ·b could he have got in the two cases.
This measure can be defined using the participation ratio. Suppose that P is a probability mass function for X which can take values {x 1 , x 2 , . . . x n }. Then
is a good measure of how much the distribution P is spread, being bounded between 1 and n. We can compute it for P B and P C to get the accessible states. Then we can define
as the measure of disturbance, which is bounded between 2j and −2j. As ∆ increases, we see intuitively that measurement gets less and less "classical".
Regarding the temporal separation t β − t α , in general Bob may choose to vary his measurement time from t β = 0 to ∞, according to an arbitrary probability distribution. Then, for a fixed t β , Alice may choose to measure at any time before Bob, according to a probability distribution of her choice. Simplest examples would be the delta and the uniform distributions for both of them. We restrict the study to the following scenario:
• Alice measures at a fixed time interval before Bob (the delta distribution), and Bob's time is a uniform random variable in a range (1, T ).
This set up shall capture several features of interest.
II. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Alice's measurement
Here we zoom in on what Alice's measurement does to the system, and discuss restrictions onâ,b, the axes of measurements. Firstly, note that in calculating (3), Alice's action can be considered as a measurement that reduces the original pure state to a mixed state. To see this, let ρ α be the state before measurement and suppose that the projectors of J ·â are labeled by {A m }. Then
is the claimed mixed state post measurement. Subsequently, evolution occurs for t β − t α , after which Bob measures and finds the distribution P C :
We use U βα for the evolution operator from t α to t β . Multiply and divide by Tr[ρ α A m ] for each term in the sum, to get
. This result is same as (3) and therefore the claim is established.
Next, note that measurements involving non-commuting operators will give violations that typically would get recorded by our distances, but would have absolutely nothing to do with chaos. Avoiding them would decrease noise, and hence allow a better understanding of the effects that do arise from chaos. Therefore, we restrict toâ =b case, and henceforth work with density matrices in the J ·â eigenbasis {|â, m }.
The origin of violations for such cases lies in the removal of off-diagonal terms from the density matrix, because of Alice's measurement. To see this, suppose ρ α = m,n mn α |â, m â, n| is the expansion of the state before Alice's measurement and let A k = |â, k â, k|. Then post measurement,
Note that the diagonal terms are unchanged. Therefore, deletion of off-diagonals leads to all the observed differences between P B and P C . As time evolves, these non-diagonal entries effect the probabilities of measurement, because states evolves via conjugation by U .
Motivated by this, we consider the l 1 norm of coherence [17] 
as a measure of disturbing power, because it measures strength of the off-diagonals in the matrix at time t − α , just before Alice's measurement. Here A in the subscript denotes the basis chosen by her. When it is zero, Alice causes no disturbance, and when it is large, intuitively, her measurement becomes more destructive. As κ 0 increases, C A accentuates for initially localized states because of the non-trivial action of twist operator T (discussed in appendix). This leads to increased violation due to Alice's measurement, which is seen in the results below.
B. Fixed kick difference between measurements
Alice and Bob decide on t β − t α = n, where Bob's time of measurement t β is a uniform random variable over the set {n, n + 1, · · · , n + T }. As a result, any distance computed between P B and P C which depends on t β is another random variable. For a distance function
, whose average is given by [18] :
Here d may be H or ∆. In the following, we look at this average as a function of κ 0 for two special coherent states of the kicked top: |ŷ, j , which corresponds to a fixed point in classical map, and |ẑ, j , which is part of a period-4 cycle classically. Being coherent [19, 20] , they come closest to points in the phase space, which are classical states. Further, they both display quantum signatures of chaos [15] when corresponding classical orbits lose stability with increase in κ 0 . Therefore, they are good examples for studying effects of chaos in ∆ and H. We push their further discussion to the appendix for clarity. At first, we setâ =b =ẑ, later discussing the generalization.
Even-odd n differences in J z measurements If Alice and Bob both measure J z , the violations recorded in ∆ and H are critically dependent on whether n is even or odd, for both the initial states. At κ 0 = 0, we see that for odd n, ∆ and H are non-zero (figure 2), whereas for even n, both are zero. 
At even t α , state returns to a J z eigenstate and hence Alice's measurement creates no effect.
These cases correspond to zero values seen in figure 2 . At odd t α however, she produces mixture of J z eigenstates, which is invariant under R 2 . If then Bob measures at even t β , so that n is odd, what would have been a J z eigenstate for him without the measurement, becomes a mixture too. These cases correspond to the maxima seen in figure 2 . For even n and odd t α , using the fact that measurement axis is common and that mixtures produced are symmetric under R 2 , it follows that ∆, H = 0.
For initial state |ŷ, j , there is no evolution for κ 0 = 0. Thus, Alice's measurement can only reduce it to one mixed state which is again invariant under R 2 , but changes under R.
Again, as a result, odd n give violation, whereas even n do not. This time however, there are no oscillations as t β varies.
So in plain rotation itself (when there is no chaos), we see significant violation of NSIT corresponding to odd values of n. This effect, by continuity persists even when κ 0 increases, and for the purposes of establishing a connection between chaos and the signalling, it is unwanted. Therefore, we turn out attention to only even n for both the states.
C. Results for |ẑ, j and |ŷ, j where oscillations become less prominent beyond this point. Both the results highlight that system tends to forget the sharp distinction between even t α and odd t α because of chaos, which exists from κ 0 ∼ 1 to 3. These results strongly suggest an increase in κ 0 leads to more prominent violations and coherence, which we interpret as the disturbance power. It is important to emphasize that the results hold for general case. The apparent contradictions in odd n cases, for example, are distractors; see figure 9 . The differences seen arise because of the special nature of the states and the axis of measurement. Everything is basically a rotation effect, as explained in the earlier section. However, it is interesting to note that in |ẑ, j state the system has not forgotten this rotation even when κ 0 is very large. The measurements could also be taken along other axes, (still keepingâ =b) but would lead to similar conclusions. That's because in the large j limit the pertinent states would be dominated by a select few eigenstates in J ·â basis. As κ 0 would increase, additional terms appear in the density matrix (see appendix) for Alice's basis, leading to an increase in coherence and thereby an increase in ∆ and H. We expect that even-odd effect for these which for the |ŷ, j do vanish in the chaotic limit, whereas for |ẑ, j , they persist.
cases will modify suitably.
We note that this result is linked soundly with the intuition of chaotic systems. In the classical case, a density localized in any region where the Lyapunov exponent is positive, stretches exponentially with time. As a result it is more likely to spread over a compact phase space faster than a density localized in any regular region. In quantum case, the analogue of such a density is the Husimi distribution, a close associate of Wigner function, which is extensively used in field of quantum chaos [21, 22] . It displays similar effects, if one starts from a coherent state. Due to mixing of orthogonal eigenstates due to quantum dynamics, largely delocalized states get produced with time. This delocalization is in direct contradiction with the first assumption of macrorealism, because it allows a faster and more prominent superposition between macroscopically distinct quantum states.
III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We addressed the question of connection between chaos and macrorealism, by employing the no-signalling in time condition. Using it, we constructed two measures for disturbance produced by Alice's measurement. Restricting to the relevant cases, we showed that onset of chaos and instability leads to larger disturbance, and disturbing power. We also showed that long-time average of disturbances is largely independent of the exact difference t β − t α in the chaotic limit. The dynamics can lead to formation of different equivalent sets of n values, within which these differences almost completely vanish. All this was done using two independent measures. We also found that l 1 norm of coherence is a good operational measure of disturbance power in the study.
The restrictions were on the initial states, the observables chosen, and then on the timing scheme. Chosen states display signatures of chaos, and hence they are appropriate for the question. Different axes of measurement lead to identified non-commutative effects, which were to be avoided. Regarding restriction to J z measurements, we argued that the common measurement axis could have be chosen arbitrarily, and the results would not have changed.
Lastly, our timing scheme allowed us to show that even though chaos tends to reduce the dependence of disturbance on t β − t α , the details clearly shows that it might not be able to remove it completely.
We also highlighted how these results are in tune with the intuition of chaotic systems.
The evidences considered show that chaos highlights the "non-classical" features of quantum mechanics. Therefore, experimental tests of macrorealism on chaotic systems may be particularly useful to study the universality of quantum mechanics.
APPENDIX: CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM DYNAMICS
Here we review the classical limit, focusing on the chosen initial states, followed by study of their quantum evolution. The latter explains how an increase in κ 0 leads to an increase in C A (ρ) for localized states.
A. Classical Map
Taking the limit of j → ∞ in (1) with J = j(j + 1) gives us the classical Hamiltonian.
If we think of the classical vector J in spherical polar coordinates, so that
solving the Hamilton's equations (taking q = φ, p = cos θ) it is easily seen that the δ kick 
for any n. Therefore, we see that this system is rotating about two axes in each turn; by a constant angle of π 2 around the y axis, and by a variable angle around the z-axis. This "variation" in the angle is a necessary ingredient of chaos.
This system evolves according to a 2D map -because J 2 is a constant of the motionwhich is
where X, Y, Z = J x,y,z /j, and obey X 2 +Y 2 +Z 2 = 1 [9] . These equations can be obtained from Heisenberg's equations of motion in the classical limit. The fixed points at the poles Y = ±1 and the equitorial 4 period cycle Z = 1 → X = 1 → Z = −1 → X = −1 are of special relevance to us; each of these exists for all κ 0 values. In the quantum case, these fixed points and this cycle correspond to |ŷ, ±j and |ẑ, j respectively. We will find it convenient to move back and forth between the J z and J x basis. From (2) it follows that the projectors Z m = |ẑ, m ẑ, m| and X m = |x, m x, m| obey
Note that for κ 0 = 0, the dynamics is trivial. We have a rotating vector starting on Z j , which goes to the J x eigenstate X j , followed by Z −j and finally back to X j , completing the cycle. For small but non-zero κ 0 , T = 1. Simplifying T X j T −1 by using Baker-Hausdorff formula, [23] T
Using K ± = J y ± iJ z , in analogy to standard raising and lowering operators, after some calculations, one finds
and [J 2 z , [J 2 z , X j ]] carries terms like X j−2 , X j , |x, j − 2 x, j|, |x, j x, j − 4|. For small κ 0 , we may neglect the higher order terms, to conclude that operation of T produces some extra off diagonal terms and mixes X j with nearby states. Because the "ladder" is at an end for m = j, we only got the lower state X j−2 , but for m = ±j, we do get neighbours on both sides. Note that the immediate neighbours are not mixed in the process.
After a rotation, X m → Z −m . The off-diagonal J x terms also rotate, in a sense. Note that R 4 = ±1, and the fact that R cannot distinguish between z axis and x axis. It can only do a counter-clock rotation by π/2 of each of their eigenstates, giving the same phase φ m for X ± and Z ± , if any. Therefore, R|x, m x, n|R −1 = φ mn |ẑ, m ẑ, n|.
Torsion does nothing to the Z's, whereas the off-diagonal J z terms again pick up opposite phases, but clearly, the magnitude of the off-diagonal is not affected. This explains how the coherence (11) increases in both J z and J x basis with increase in κ 0 .
As κ 0 increases, the higher order terms become relevant and as a result the mixing becomes stronger. For such cases, a single kick can mix several {X m } states.
Dynamics for |ŷ, j
Defining Y m = |ŷ, m ŷ, m|, it follows from (2) that
whereR = exp(−iJ z π/2). For κ 0 = 0, the state is invariant because it is an eigenstate of R.
For κ 0 > 0, it is clear that behavior is similar to what we had before. The action of T on Y m is just like its action on X m 's, and mixes neighbouring states in J y basis too. Of course, this should be expected from symmetry between x and y axes with respect to z axis.
